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DEDICATION

To my late husband “Morri,” who shared my life for 55 years and provided the sugar and
spice and stability to our happy and industrious marriage.

To our three children, each a blessing and great interest to us, as they introduced us to the
various aspects that their paths have led them, for the most part, happily.
Grandchildren are a bonus.

To the Scottish ancestry that shaped my way of thinking: work on, hope on, self-help is
noble schooling; you do your best and leave the rest to God Almighty’s ruling.

To my story-keeper Peg Carolla, who patiently led me down memory lane and made my
“Life Reminiscences” more than “I came to the USA from Scotland in 1948.”!

To Jim Mauldin- I’m sure he is pleased at the way his Ethnic Life Stories have evolved.

Thanks.

By custom, I’m expected to quote Robert Burns. This is apt for Americans:

Some ha’e meat and canna eat
And some wa’d eat that want it.
But we ha’e meat
And we can eat
And sae the Lord be thank it.
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INTRODUCTION

Edith Middleton is a delight!

This “little old lady” has more spunk than many with half her years, and her capacity for
enjoying life is inspirational. How many eighty year olds would take a ride on a zip line
through a forest canopy, as she did just last summer? I came to admire Edith as well as
enjoy her, as I learned about a life which had its disappointments- even heartbreaks- but a
life well-lived, nevertheless. I know few people with less self-pity on board than Edith;
she’s the poster child for living one’s life with a positive attitude.

I told Edith very early on that I had a Scottish grandmother myself, so that her attitudes
and outlook had many familiar aspects to me, though she’s very much an original
product. Perhaps the fact that the Ozarks was populated with people from the British Isles
has led to her comfort here, but I rather think that Edith would find a way to be
comfortable wherever she landed. Her capacity to adapt and to make the best of the
reality she is dealt is a lesson for us all.
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Zipping through the forest in Costa Rica July 2003.
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CHAPTER ONE: FAMILY HISTORY

My name is Edith Ferguson Laird Middleton. The Ferguson is for my father’s mother’s
family; my brothers both have Robertson, for our Mother’s family, as their middle name.
I was born the last of three children at home on April 24, 1923, in Mt. Florida, which is a
suburb of Glasgow, Scotland. Glasgow is in the South of Scotland, and rather flat, unlike
the highlands which are in the North of the country. Glasgow is a large, industrial city,
and every imaginable means of making a living was practiced there, but we’re probably
best known for ship building – the river Clyde goes through the city- and for sewing
machines. Singer sewing machines were made not far from our home and sent all over
the world. Also, a very famous soccer team, the Glasgow Rangers, comes from very near
our suburb. We actually lived in Knightswood, which is near Dunbarton. I mention these
names because frequently people recognize these names from the shipbuilding done
there.

The home I grew up in, in Glasgow.
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Daniel and Isabella Laird
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CHAPTER 2: EARLIEST MEMORIES AND CHILDHOOD

My father was a clerk at the post office in Glasgow and my mother was a homemaker; we
lived in a semi-detached home in a nice neighborhood. I remember that my father came
up for a promotion to Postmaster, but didn’t take it since it meant that we would have to
move, and the whole family liked where we lived. We were members of the Presbyterian

Church, and I remember playing whist- a card game- at
church and other parlor games. We all went to church
regularly, but I can’t say that it was terribly important in
my upbringing; it was just something one did. My father’s
name was Daniel Simpson Laird. He was a good father,
but I remember him as rather stern. He wanted dinner on
the table at 5:30 sharp, and there were no excuses for us if
we were late to table. He was a “harrier” in his youth – a
cross country runner- and he liked to take us (his children)
on long walks every Sunday. I think it was to give my
mother a break, but nevertheless these walks were very
important; we’d often go as far as 4 miles. When the
weather didn’t allow the walks, we’d be allowed to play in
the parlor. My mother, Isabella Robertson Laird, was soft
and lovely- jolly, always smiling. She loved to cook and
my happiest times were in the kitchen with her. She made
“tablet candy” and colored it pink or white. I’d sell the
candy twice a year for the church.

At age 4 at the shore.

The saddest time of my youth, and an experience that shaped my life, I believe, was when
my mother died of heart disease. She was only 52, and I was 14. She went off to hospital,
and that was the last I saw of her. My father believed he was protecting me by not having
me visit, but I still resent that I was not allowed to see her throughout her final illness, nor
even when she was laid out in the house before her cremation. So, very early I became
the primary cook and house keeper for my family. I have told people as a joke that
mothers ought to be shot when their daughters reach age 14; that way all their daughter’s
memories would be positive ones. I used to get angry when my teenage friends would
complain about their mothers; they should have to do without one! My father lived into
his late seventies and shared a home with my brother who never married.

My brothers

I had two older brothers. Alan Robertson Laird was six years my senior, and quite
brilliant. He was trained as a meteorologist before the War and because of that training
was commissioned as an officer in the Air Force. Because he was so much older, I was
not as close to him as I was to my brother David Robertson Laird, just two years older
than me. David and Alan shared a large bedroom in our house growing up, while I shared
my parents’ bedroom. Both of my brothers are dead now. Alan died of heart disease and
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Parkinson’s disease when he was only in his sixties. I went to see him when he was near
the end, and living in England. His wife is
dead now, too, but he has a daughter with
whom we correspond and see periodically.

David had a much harder time of it during the
War. He was sent to Egypt, and fought all the
way through Italy. It changed him completely;
he was never the same after the war, and
never able to really make a living for himself
or to marry. I always felt sorry for David. My
father never understood or accepted his
disability, and I rather think that made things
worse for him. Toward the end of his life he
was able to come visit us in the States a
couple of times; by that time he was living in
a sort of rest home – rather like assisted
living- and they were worried we’d not be
responsible for his medications, etc., but he
got along fine with us and stayed for a month
or more at a time. At any rate, his death,
when it came, was sudden. He collapsed with
a heart attack while out taking a walk when he
was in his late seventies.

David Laird –my brother- several
S years before his death.
Other family members

Holidays were important family times for us. I had a number of cousins who lived in the
general area, but I was closest to my cousin Mairi, who was close to my age. Her father
had died shortly after her birth, and my family had tried especially hard to help her
mother. My mother’s brother was another man who never married; we thought he was
weird, but now I think he was just eccentric; he’d appear at our home from time to time
and live with us for a spell before taking off again. We just accepted his comings and
goings, without ever questioning any of it.

Although I identified most strongly with my mother, I admired and loved all of my
family. I appreciated that after I got older, my father gave me a lot of freedom and was
always on my side in any squabble with outsiders. I’d have to say he was quite supportive
of me, though he couldn’t seem to do the same for David.

Home life

After my mother’s death I was in charge of the cooking and cleaning, and I’m not sure
how good a job I did of it; I remember that we had quite a lot of “mince”, which is
ground beef, and potatoes in any form. I still like it today! Then, during the War we kept
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3 or 4 hens out back in what we called a battery; the hens never touched the ground, and
when they laid eggs, the eggs would roll down a special chute and we’d collect them.
When they quit laying, they became dinner! Sometimes I’d regret giving them names, but
name them we did.

Father checking the hen battery during the war.

We went to a school that was less than a mile from home, so walked to and from school,
and even came home for lunch. I enjoyed school and had a favorite teacher, Mr. Kerr,
whom I remember fondly to this day. My dearest friend, Jean Goudy, and I were talking
about him not long ago. Christmas was celebrated at home not so differently than what
we do today, except that it was not a holiday for our father. He had to go to work on
Christmas day! We decorated with paper chains all over the house and sparkly
ornaments, and hung our stockings on our bed posts. It was the rule that we could take
our stockings into bed with us and explore the contents if we should awaken early on
Christmas morning –but we were not to awaken others as we did so! Hogmanay is our
word for New Year’s Eve, and it was celebrated with parties and visits within the family.
Both New Year’s Day and the day after were holidays, with much celebrating. As
children, we were expected to have a “party piece”, which was a recitation or music
performance to put on for visitors. I always had to memorize poetry, since I wasn’t
musical.

I had several bicycles growing up; that was a primary means of transportation. Our father
never had a car, and we either used the Glasgow subway, the bus, or bicycle to get around
I especially loved my deluxe model Sun bicycle, and prized it as a gift. I gave it to a
cousin when I came over to the states in 1948.
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CHAPTER 3: THE TEEN YEARS

Education in Scotland in those days- and I believe to this day- rather stratified those who
were to go on for further education after age 16 and those who were given a “leaving
certificate” at age 16. Testing was done to determine who should go on for further
education, and it was done early. I think it may have handicapped people who were late
bloomers. At any rate, I entered the Glasgow and West of Scotland College of Domestic
Science after high school; it was a boarding school for people from the west of Scotland,
but I was a daily. I took up cooking, always a favorite of mine. At that time the war was
on, and we were all strongly driven by the “war effort”. Before I knew it, I was certified
as an industrial cook, and putting out 2000 school meals a day… “adding a bit of oatmeal
to the mince” was our contribution to the cutbacks forced by the war.

Earlier, I would have to say I was a typical teenager. I had many friends, and we went out
in groups, enjoying sports, movies – all the things young people do. I especially liked
golf. We could play at public parks for just pennies, and I was good at it, too! I also loved
to dance. The library was a favorite meeting spot. You’d get together with friends who
stopped by. We would do ballroom dancing, and sometimes the highland dances or reels,
like “Dashing White Sergeant.” Those were quite complex, but lots of fun. There was
also “velveeta” – not the cheese- that was a sort of graceful waltz.

I had a special boyfriend, who was training to be a Veterinary Surgeon. We were quite
serious at the time, and even got engaged, but eventually he fell in love with someone
else, and that was that. I gave my engagement ring to my daughter. I said I had earned it!
I hear from him yet, though. He tracked me down and contacted me after I was in the
states – a fit of nostalgia, I think!

I have kept in touch with many of the friends of my youth- Jean Goudy, Nan Phoenix,
Lorna Brown, Tom Denham, and M.D. Anderson come to mind. MD Anderson was the
only one with a motorbike, which made him something of a celebrity.

When I went to high school and college we traveled mostly by bus and subway. My
friend was standing in line for us both to buy a ticket while I did something else, but
when I got to the place with her to give the ticket, she said “Oh, Edith! I’ve lost your
ticket!” Well, I was a young girl, (I could have got away with anything!) and the agent
took pity on us and let me through. Funny, though, that story has become a piece of
family lore, and all we have to do to get a laugh now is say, “Oh, Edith, I’ve lost your
ticket!”

I had a good friend in college who made “potheen”, a particularly potent brew made with
potatoes and raisins. I took some with me one day on the subway in a thermos with a
cork, and the cork blew off, such was the potency! It made a frightful smell in the
subway, and I was terribly embarrassed at the time, but laughed a lot about it later.
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CHAPTER 4: ADULTHOOD

When I was 24, the war was over, and I was yearning to get out and see more of the
world. At that time I had already met the man who was to be my husband, but we had
not yet agreed to marry. They merchant marine ship Langlee Scot was to take her maiden
voyage, leaving from Scotland, and I signed on as second cook and baker. There were 18

women on board, which was a new thing. So many
men had been killed in the war, there were none to do
the work usually done by men. It was supposed to be a
three month voyage, but ended up to be four and a half.
We sailed Britain to the Mediterranean, around the
Cape of Good Hope, and made several stops in South
Africa before returning home. The job was hot and
difficult, especially since the first cook didn’t like
Scots. She said to me, “Edith, you take so long to say
anything, and do you know, you’ve said nothing at the
end of it!” That kind of smarted because I think it was
partially true! My friend Jean kept the house for me
while I was gone, which gave her pleasant
surroundings. Her mother was a crab! All in all, it was
a good experience, since I got over being homesick, and
learned to be a lot more independent.

In port in Mombasa, Kenya 1948.

I was already engaged at the time when I took my shipboard job, but had not yet resigned
to marry the young man whose ring I had accepted. Looking back on it, I always wanted
to travel and see new places – still do today! I also wanted to marry and be a wife and
mother. I can’t say that these goals have changed through the years; I was fortunate
enough to do both.

World War II was the primary influence on my life, I am sure, in that it changed so many
things. Though it was awful when we were going through it, it actually aided me in doing
many things. For instance, I would never have been able to get the job on the Langlee
Scot had the war not made it impossible to get enough men to fill the jobs. And, of
course, I would never have met my husband, Morrison.

I met Morrison at a party in Glasgow in 1944. A cousin of mine gave the party to
introduce her nephew, a GI who was stationed in England, to all the extended family.
That cousin was Morrison, of course, and I enjoyed meeting him, but at the time it was no
more than that, as I was engaged to another man. Later, however, that engagement was
broken when my fiancé fell in love with someone else. That was quite a heart-breaker, I
have to tell you. I was as close to his family as I was to him, and they all felt we would be
together forever. As a matter of fact, his mother was never close to my “replacement” and
that caused some strain in their early marriage.
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My cousin wrote Morrison about the break-up of my engagement, and I soon found
myself involved in a long-distance courtship by mail with Morrison. He fought in the
Battle of the Bulge and all of that, and wrote me many letters from the front. When the
war was over, he came through Glasgow on his way to be “demobbed” and returned to
America. That was the only time we saw each other during all that long period.

Morrison returned to America, but he sent me an engagement ring in a hollowed-out bar
of sweetheart soap! I accepted the ring, but I still wasn’t sure whether I wanted to marry-
or to go so far away from home. Two things gave me pause: I had heard about girls who
had married Yanks and gone to the US expecting a better life, but ended up somewhere in
West Virginia with no plumbing, and I didn’t want any part of that. Also, I had had my
heart broken by my previous beau, and I was still a bit wary. Nevertheless, I set off by
myself on the Mauretania in July 1948, bound for New York. Morrison found me when
we landed, and I still remember that he treated me to a pineapple ice cream soda. It was
so wonderful, and I think it must have made a good first impression. Mind you, I had
bought a round-trip ticket from home, and wasn’t at all sure I was staying – or getting
married.

Morrison in New York just
before shipping out

to WWII.
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From New York City, we set off for Newburgh,
New York, where Morrison was living with his
mother. They lived in an Italian neighborhood,
and I remember how friendly the people were, and
how outgoing. Just six weeks later I was married
in a church ceremony, with five bridesmaids and
five groomsmen! I knew none of the people in the
wedding party except a fellow Scot who had
emigrated two years before who gave me away.
None of my family was able to come, so the
wedding party was made up of friends of the
groom’s family. The bridesmaids wore dresses
they had worn in other weddings, so none of them
matched, but it didn’t matter. I wore a long white
satin dress with long sleeves and a crinoline, and
nearly died, since it was 96 degrees! We went on
our honeymoon to Niagara Falls, and came back
to a campground near Newburgh for the last
weekend.

Morrison was tall and very blonde, and was a
carpenter. He did a four-year apprenticeship to
become a carpenter, so he was a journeyman and
very skilled. He was also a volunteer fireman for
many years while we were in New York. We had
a good marriage of 55 years until his death January
1, 2003. He had heart disease, diabetes, and
dementia, but we were able to keep him at home
until his last three months, when I was no longer
able to get him up or move him. He died in the
veteran’s home at Mt. Vernon.

Morrison and I had three children: David, born in
1950, was very handsome as a young man (but

didn’t know it). He is a college graduate and an
engineer, and lives in Danville, California. He
designs systems to direct work with cranes. Once he
had to figure out a way for a crane to pick up an antique cable car and deposit it in a
building without breaking anything! Bruce, born in 1954, went to school in Culinary
Arts, and went to work at West Point. He’s still there, but no longer does any cooking;

Our Wedding Day in August
1948. The only part of the
wedding I picked out was

my bouquet!

The Wedding Party August 1948.
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The Middleton Family in 1972

he’s a supervisor now, checking to make sure everything’s done just right. Our daughter,
Moira, is a very pretty blonde. She went to four years of college after she was married.
She’s a math whiz, and teaches mathematics at Ozarks Technical College to all those
people who found out they do need math, after all! This is her third year teaching there.

Unexpected Turns in My life

When I look back, I guess the first unexpected turn in my life was the hearing difficulty I
had from a suppurating ear condition, beginning in my teens. I had surgery in Edinburgh
for a “fenestation” of the ear, but the condition still wasn’t cleared up when I came to
America, and we went to Florida our very first Winter as a married couple because the
doctor recommended that I get out of the cold climate. Florida became a favorite place of
ours then, and we eventually retired there.

The next unexpected turn was when Morrison had a heart attack on the job in 1978. He
maintained that it was at least partially work-related, since he was working around
“noxious fumes.” Anyway, that forced his retirement from active carpentry, and we
moved to Virginia. In Virginia, we lived in Hallieford, a small community across the
James River from Williamsburg. We built a house there, and lived there fairly happily for
13 years, but we found that even after 13 years, we were still outsiders. They don’t like
“come heres” in Virginia, and were polite – but that was it. There was a wall that we
could never breech. Toward the end of our 13 year stay, we bought a 1930 Model A Ford.
We joined the club of fellow Model A owners, and that gave us an “in”, but really, we
never felt accepted in Virginia. Well, finally we sold our house (at a nice profit) and
moved to a retirement community in Boynton Beach, Florida, where we were very happy
for about six years.
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About six years ago my son-in
–law began to urge us to move
to Missouri, to be closer to
them. By that time, my
husband’s dementia had
progressed to the point where
he was almost totally
dependent on me, and my son
in law pointed out that if I as
much as broke my arm, we
would be up a creek! I could
see his point, then, and we
decided to sell our place in
Florida and move here. It
turned out to be a good
decision, since less than a year
after our move here, I had a
stroke. My daughter and son in
law came home to find poor
Morrison holding my hand
while I was “off somewhere.”
It was the last thing I expected,
but I made a good recovery,
thanks to my family. Edith and “Morrie” in front of the house they built in Virginia.

Morrie and Edith 25 years married.
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The Jobs in My Life

Well, I mentioned before my first job, my wartime job cooking “industrial meals” for
thousands of school children. To tell the truth, I hated that job, and was glad to leave it.
The job aboard ship was very hard, but here was travel and adventure in it, so I liked it
fairly well! In the US, I had several jobs. The first Winter when we went to Florida, I
worked as a lady’s maid. The lady was the wife of a University official, and wanted
someone who would wear a white uniform and greet people at the door. She was elderly
and not in good health, so I would prepare her breakfast and lunch, and give her enemas,
which made her happy!

During the time when the children were in school, I worked for twelve and a half years
for the state of New York as a monitor in a school for mentally handicapped children.
These were severely disabled children with IQ’s below 60, and I did a bit of everything
for and with them. It was a very satisfying job. I felt quite useful working with these
children, and do you know, I still get a pension from the state of New York! I retired
when we moved away from New York, and aside from helping my husband when we
built our home, I haven’t worked since.
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CHAPTER 5: LIFE MISSION

I haven’t put a lot of thought to having a “Life Mission.” I think I have been too busy
living it! But if one had to put it into words, I would say that I wanted to make a happy
home and raise successful children, and I do feel I was able to do that. Perhaps that was
extra important to me since I lost my own mother so early. My grandsons here feel that
I’m too critical, but I tell them that if they’d do the right thing – pick up their dirty socks-
I’d have no reason to criticize them!

I have always wanted to keep learning and keep traveling. For quite a while, my husband
and I enjoyed elderhostels in exotic locations, like Alaska, or Hawaii. I’d take a course,
usually in some sort of handicraft, and Morrison would nap! Fortunately, even when he
became quite confused, he never wandered, so I didn’t have to worry about him leaving
and getting lost.

As I look back on my life, I would have to say the low point was being bombed during
the War. Lots of people don’t know Glasgow was bombed- and, of course, it was not
bombed as heavily or as often as London- but bombed it was! The bombings were always
at night, and they were terrifying. We would have to go to shelters, and once my father
was actually hit on the head by something. They said it was a bomb that came down by
parachute! I remember the city being circled by unmanned blimps that were there to
prevent the Germans from flying in low for the bombing runs.

I laugh when I say that the most rewarding point in my life was when my children left
home- but what I really mean is that I felt good that we had done our part to make them
successful, independent adults, with careers that were/are! rewarding to them. Now, I feel
very happy to be healthy and active, and able to travel. I just came back from a three-
week trip to Costa Rica with my daughter and her family. I can’t keep up as well as I
once could, but I did join them on a zip line through the tropical forest at 45 miles per
hour and thoroughly enjoyed the experience.

When I think of people who have influenced me, it would have to be primarily my
husband. Even toward the end, when he was confused and forgetful, I appreciated his
presence; he was always kind and gentle, and I miss him very much.
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CHAPTER 6: LATER YEARS

When we first retired and moved to Virginia, we were surprised to find the Winters much
colder than we anticipated. As a result, we bought ourselves a camper, and went down to
Florida, just as we had that first year of our marriage. We stayed in a campground and
thoroughly enjoyed the milder weather. It wasn’t surprising, then, that we decided to
move permanently to Florida for our “second retirement.”

Edith and Morrison
50th Anniversary

When we first moved to Springfield, Missouri 6 years ago, we moved in with my
daughter and son-in-law, but conditions were crowded, and we knew we had to find other
accommodations as soon as possible. Eventually we found 15 acres in the area north of
town where we wanted to be, and arranged to build the house we now live in. I have my
own apartment, all on one floor, and have as much privacy as I please, while my family
lives in their side of the house, on two levels, and they have their privacy as well. Moira
eats breakfast with me two mornings a week, and on Tuesdays and Thursdays I make
dinner for the whole family. Otherwise, we eat our meals independently. Moira and
James have three sons, the youngest of whom will be a Senior in high school this year.
Morrison and I used to go to all their football games, and I guess I’ll go again this year
without him, but with my two quilts to keep warm! James, my son-in-law, is a minister
in the Assemblies of God church, and teaches in their Seminary. Their whole family is
very involved with the church, and they would like for me to be as well, but I don’t feel
comfortable doing more than going with them to Sunday services.

While Morrison was needing care, Moira arranged to relieve me on Tuesdays, and I went
to the Senior Center at Downing Park –still do! I do ceramics and enjoy socializing with
the group. I also belong to a group called “Lifetime Learner” sponsored by Drury, and go
on some Thursdays to hear lectures on very interesting topics. Other Thursdays I join a
group of quilters at a church; in that group I’m not the oldest one! We make quilts and
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Hiking at Elephant Rocks July 2003.

give them to the battered women’s shelter, or sometimes send them to China. Anyhow, I
very much enjoy the outing. Every year I make a project of some sort to enter in the
Ozark Empire Fair. This year I did a presentation for the antiques section, with family
pictures and old clothing. Moira and I enjoy doing this together.

Friends and Family

I have a life-long habit of
corresponding with friends and
family, and still write a letter
most nights before retiring. As a
result, I have been able to keep in
touch with many friends, but I
certainly have not been
published!

I mentioned before my best
friend Jean Goudy- truly a
lifelong friend. She married in
Scotland and had six children,
but we never lost contact through
the years. She and her daughter
both came to the States to visit
us. Ten years ago, having lost her
first husband, she married an

Jean Goudy -my best friend- and her American Husband.
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American and came to live in California, and we rejoiced, thinking we’d see much more
of each other, but this was not to be. Her husband has turned out to be very possessive of
her, and has truly come between us. That’s one thing that has made me sad, but there
doesn’t seem to be much to do about it.

I have six grandchildren–five boys and one girl, who’s the youngest.

Brian, age 23, lives in California. He is David’s son by his first marriage, and we were
quite close when he was a little boy. Morrison and I used to go out and stay with him
when his father had to go away on business. Sadly, he has “dropped out” of my life for
the last 5 years. I feel sorry about that, but there’s little to be done. I hope he’ll come back
around eventually.

Matthew, age 22, is James and Moira’s oldest son. He is getting an advanced degree in
History at Louisiana Tech.

Eric, 19, goes to Messiah College in Pennsylvania. He is also one of James and Moira’s
children, as is Daniel, 17, their youngest, a rising Senior at Hillcrest High School.

Matthew was in ROTC in high school and enjoyed fencing as a sport, believe it or not.
Eric and Daniel, more conventionally, are football players.

Anthony, 16, and Anina, 13, are David’s son and daughter and live in California. I look
forward to seeing them when I go out to see their father after Christmas this year.

My son Bruce is not married and has no children.

It seems that the death of their father this year has made my sons more attentive. I have
plans to visit them both before the end of the year. We did not get together for a funeral
for Morrison. We had made previous arrangement to donate his body to the medical
school for research purposes – I have made the same arrangements for myself- and we
could not come to agreement about what to do about a service. In the end, we had none,
save what my family here did in way of prayer and remembrance.
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CHAPTER 7: THE SPRINGFIELD EXPERIENCE

Because Morrison’s health required my near-constant attention after we moved here, I
would have to say we kept a low profile in Springfield. When we went to church, or on
my outings at the Senior Center, I have always been happy to share my history with
others. I joined the Sterling Club shortly after moving here; it’s a club made up of
English War brides – or I guess I should say “ war brides from the British Isles” since I’m
a member. Needless to say, it’s a shrinking number now, but I have made some friends
from the group, and we enjoy sharing stories from the past. Honestly, I have never felt at
all an outsider here. Both here and in Virginia, the majority of the people have a
background and culture not so different from my own, and of course, sharing a language
simplifies things. It has always been my practice to “bloom where I’m planted” and
make the best out of wherever I found myself.

It is my observation that within a generation, cultural identities blend, and I believe it is a
good thing. My own son in law is of Philippine/Russian background, and his Philippine
relatives were most disapproving of the union at first, but later accepted it. It seems to me
that most minorities are welcome here. The responsibility of acceptance needs to come
from both parties. Work on it!

My final observation has to do with the futility of war. There is so much suffering and so
little good to come from any war, that it upsets me no end that we are involved in one as I
speak. Even though my own life was profoundly influenced by World War II, I cannot
believe that war brings solutions to problems.
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